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4.

Force on a charged particle
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Application
moving

- ability

to use sin, cos, tan

of vectors
to use exponential

notation

of charge

Law

a

field

of Newton's

in uniform

in an electric

field

Second Law to charged particles

electric

fields

there are some things you should know and be able to do before
you begin.

Try to answer the following questions.

If you can

handle them all easily, you should be able to read the module
and do the experiments

without difficulty.

with any of these questions,

If you have trouble

ask your instructor

for help on

those items before you begin to study the module.

For the right triangle at the right:
(a) sin e =

3

(b) cos e =
(c) tan e

=

4

0
A man walks 4 miles east, then he walks 4 miles 60

point?
3.

Write as a number between 1 and 10 mUltiplied

4.

Carry out the indicated calculations:
3 x 1010 x 6 x 10-27
9 x 10-19

by the

B.

Vocabulary
1.

The following words are used in connection
on an object and the motion
define

2.

with forces

that may result.

Can you

them?

(a) force

(f) velocity

(b) attract

(g) acceleration

(c) repel

(h) average

(d) deflect

(i) constant

(e) mass

(j) uniform

The following words are used in connection
by a force and the changes

with work done

in energy which may result.

Can you define them?
(a) work

(e) conservation

(b) energy

(f) joule

(c) kinetic energy

(g) microjoule

(d) potential
3.

energy

The following words are used in connection

with vectors.

Can you define them?

4.

(a) vector

(d) tangent

(b) component

(e) parallel

(c) magnitude

(f) perpendicular

The following words are used in connection
trical app[\.ratus. Can you define

with elec-

them?

(a) eleetri.city

(f) oscilloscope

(b) terminal

(g) deflecting

(e) electrode

(h) banana plug

(d) cathode

(i) AC

(e) battery

(j) DC

plates

You are using a cathode ray tube whenever you watch television.
The picture is formed by 525 horizontal scans of the electron beam.
Each scan takes about 0.000063 seconds (63 microseconds).
The signal from the TV camera causes the intensity of the beam in
the viewer's CRT to change as it scans, producing the light and dark
patterns that make up the picture on the tube's phosphor coat.

Photograph courtesy of the Office of Educational Communications,
State University of New York at Binghamton.

The list of learning goals below should help your study of
the experiments,
this module.

reading material,

and problems

included

in

If you are able to perform all of the tasks in

this list, you should have no trouble with the test that will
follow at the end of the module.

You should be prepared

1.

Give the rules for attraction

and repulsion

2.

Describe

the transfer of electric

another and the effect of electric
3.

Define electric

field, electric

to

of electric

charge from one body to
charge on metal surfaces.

intensity,

potential

differ-

ence or voltage.
4.

State the names of the Standard
all quantities

5.

Use the law F

International

that appear in the equations

=

(KQlQ2)/r2

(5I) units for
of this module.

and the expression

=

F

qE to

solve problems.
6.

Discuss the properties

of field lines and equipotential

surfaces and tell why they intersect
7.

Determine
electric

8.

the path of a charged particle
field perpendicular

that enters a

to the field.

Calculate

the final kinetic energy and velocity

particler

given the initial velocity

difference
9.

at right angles._

Measure,

and the potential

through which it moves.

using the apparatus

deflection

of a charged

of laboratory

expe:r-irnent3, the

of an electron beam on the face of a CRT as a

function of the voltage on the deflecting

plates.

WHAT YOU WILL STUDY
The main topic of this module
is so common
important

is electricity.

in our lives that no one needs

it is.

Knowing

how electrical

The main ideas you will learn here are:
charge

will

things work.

and negative),

(2)

always exert forces on each other

learn how to calculate

(3) the meaning

is a

(1) that there are two

(called positive

that two or more charges

to be told how

the basic ideas of electricity

first step toward understanding

kinds of electric

Electricity

the size and direction

of the term "electric

the forces acting on a charged
(5) the meaning

of electrical

tion of kinetic

energy,

and

field,"

particle
potential

(you

of these

forces),

(4) how to find

in an electric
energy,

(7) the importance

field,

(6) the definiof conservation

of energy.
The electrical
tube

(CRT).

engine

x-ray

It is the main component

ana1ysers,

scopes.

device you will study is the cathode

patient

care units in hospitals,

electric

(focus) and deflect

particles.

Frequently,

and def1ecti.ng.

magnetic

forces

(accelerate),

(beam) of charged
are used for focusing

This is true in the case of T.V. picture

accelerators

learn in this module
and many more.

a stream

and oscillo-

(electron microscope,

forces to speed up

concentrate

particle

of T.V. sets, automobile

The CRT and a few other devices

tube) utilize

ray

and mass

spectrographs.

can help you understand

The physics

tubes,
you

all these devices

protects

the other parts and keeps them in a vacuum.

electron gun does three things:

It supplies electronsl,

rapidly along closely spaced horizontal
screen.

At the same time the brightness

shade of whi t:e, black or gray.

The

lines to cover the entire
or intensity

The brightness

depends on the number of electrons

accel-

striking

of the spot

or intensity

the screen per

An electron is the smallest charged particle
radius
less than 10-14 meters, mass 9.11 x 10-31 kg, and negative
charge 1.60 x 10-19 coulombs.

SCREEN

BASE

V"

ELECTRON

GUN

DEFLECTING
PLATES

DEFLECTING
PLATES

had been heated to a glowing temperature
Much research went into developing

in vacuum.
cathodes-with

lifetimes and which could operate devices
cathode ray tubes, and X-ray tubes.

emitted.

oxides to lower the operating
thermionic

emission.

like vacuum tubes,

The problem was that metals

didn't last long at the high ope~ating
get enough electrons

long

temperatures

needed to

Several solutions were found

temperature

required

This type of cathode

1

for adequate

is called an oxide-

coated cathode.

which surround
filament

a heating wire, called the filament.

is heated by passing,a

current

The

through it and this heats

the cathode.

FILAMENT

reduce the emission,

and damage the tube.

The motion of a,n electron
forces which produce
this module.

in the CRT and the electric

that motion will be the main topic of

Electric

forces ,come from and act on electric

Nurses can watch the electrical pulses produced by cardiac patients'
hearts on the cathode ray tube monitors located in a central display
panel.

A general purpose physiological
monitor which displays eight
traces on the large cathode ray
tube. Three channels display
electrocardiograph traces, two
channels display heart sounds,
two are for intercardiac pressure, and one is a channel for
DP/DT.

Photographs courtesy of
Wilson Memorial Hospital,
Johnson City, New York

OBJECTIVES
1.

To study the effect of electric

charge

on a piece of metal.

2.

To study the effect

charge

on the electron

beam of a cathode

of electric

ray tube.

Have you ever walked
you touched

another

person?

your hair and noticed
of paper?

across

a rug and gotten

Have you ever run a comb through

that the comb will pick up small pieces

Have you ever noticed

times crackle

nylon

as you take it off?

these questions

a shock when

clothing

cling and some-

If your answer

is yes, you have observed

to any of

electric

charges

"doing their thing."
The purpose

of this experiment

see and learn ~or yourself
Electric

charges

called positive

we use, see, and touch in our daily

"neutral"
together

and negative

or uncharged.
a separation

a plastic

than before.

-- one negatively
objects

charge

The things

when

They are said to be
things

takes place.

a wool

There are

lives have equal numbers

cloth,

are rubbed

For example,

the plastic

when

rod ends

and the wool cloth with more
They are

nO\'i

and the other positively.

can also be separated

Thus it is possible

matter.

and negative.

in them.

Sometimes,

rod is rubbed with

posi ti.ve charge

neutral

charges

of charge

up with more negative

to

some facts about electricity.

are a part of all ordinary

two kinds of charge

of positive

is to give you a chance

for negative

under

charges

said to be charged
Charges

within

some conditions.

in an object

to move

to one end of the object
on the other end.
negative
Charge

charge

and the other end carries

separated,

or destroyed.

recombined,

the total amount of positive
negative

charge

conservation

on each side.

Charges

charge minus

charge.

can be moved
- that is,

the total amount

This is the "principle

the behavior

piece of aluminum

of the triangle

the other end of the thread
to swing freely.

of charged

of

of

Handle

around

to a support

the string

from the aluminum,

the sequence

allowing

as little

simply

a written

of experiments

inch
thread.

this loop and attach

This has the effect of "grounding"

section keeping

objects.

foil about one-half

the aluminum

as possible;

from your hands may spoil the results.

to remove charge

saw.

positive

Form a small loop at one end of a nylon

Crimp one corner

Follow

charges

of charge."

Cut a triangular

finger.

of negative

but the net charge

never changes.

Let's start examining

moisture

a shortage

This is the same as saying one end carries

is never created

around,

leaving

If you want

touch it with your
the aluminum.

described

in the next

record of what you did and what you

you how to operate it.

If you use the CRT of the module,

start with the DC switch on STANDBY.

to ON.

Turn the AC power

Focus the beam by adjusting the Band

on the power supply.

C voltages

If the bright spot doesn't appear on

deflection permanent or pulse-like?
(d) Connect a 22~ volt battery to one pair of deflection
plates.

Is the deflection permanent?

GRH

,/

FIG .

..:ow~ SUPPLY

FIG.4

(e) Do you think it is possible
charge

to determine

(+ or -) is on a charged

direct.ions of deflection
rod and the battery?

what

type of

rod by comparing

which you observe

the

for the

Plan your own experiment.

QUESTIONS
1.

Why should you ground

(by touching)

the aluminum

before

each new observation?
2.

3.

Which of the things that you tried show that like charges
repel and unlike

attract?

Explain

What difference,

if any, did you see in the behavior

foil when held near a charged
touched with
4.

Explain

What effect does touching
Explain,

5.

the rod?

how each shows it.

rod before

of the

and after being

in terms of charge.

the foil with your hand have?

using the idea of charge.

What happens

to the charge

on the foil if the string is

moist?
6.

Will charge

stay on the foil forever if the foil is not

touched?
7.

What is the Principle

of Conservation

you see that agrees or disagrees
8.

of Charge?

with

this principle?

When a charged

rod is moved

plate

of the CRT and then pUlled

terminal

beam is seen to deflect

rapidly

in opposite

What did'

toward a deflection
back,

directions.

the electron
Can you

explain why'?
9.

It is known that if rubber
rubber becomes

negatively

posi ti.vely c:harged.
the glass
charge.

is rubbed with cat's
charged

fur, the

and the fur becomes

In the case of glass rubbed with

takes on positive
Do your experimental

charge

silk,

and the silk negative

results

agree with

these

facts?

The signals fran the radar scanner are displayed on this cathode
ray tube in the Bre>c:mC
County Airport control tcMer.

This picture of an older radar display tube, fonnerly used in the
radar roc.rnof the BroomeCounty Airport, sha.vs the cathode ray tube
and scree of the electronics. associated with a radar display systan.
Photographs courtesy of Federal Aviation Administration and

small charged
on

spheres.

(1) the amount

between

them.

Coulomb

of charge

Keeping

found that the force depends'

on each sphere,

the distance

between

and

the charges

are kept the same?

Coulomb

between

made the force one-quarter

it was.
became

the charges

When the distance
1/M2 of what

in a formula.

magnitudes

of 'the charges,

found that doubling

the force
with

the

If F is the force, Q1 and Q the
2

r is in meters,

=

(1/4) of what

The way the force changes

and r the distance

Ql and Q2 are in coulombs,

K

the

the distance

was made M times as large,

it was.

be written

(2) the distance

abbreviation
2

9.0 x 109 N m2/c

between

abbreviation

them,

the

-- C

-- m

(for charges ,in air or vacuum)

F •

• F

•-

•• F

F •

of charge.

It

is

more convenient

1 microcoulomb
1.

Draw a diagram.

=

,to use the

smaller

-6
10
C.)

r
I
•
•
5cm

F-

Ql

Q2

••

F

unit:

Q

= 15 microcoulornbs = 15

2

r = 5 cm

F

Calculate

=

=

5 cm x Im/l00cm

3

1.35 x 10

the electric

Two point charges
-4
10
newtons when
following

x 10

C

-6
C

= .05 m

force between

a proton

(charge +1.6 x

(charge -1.6 x 10-19 C) which

repel each other with
they are 1.0 meters

is certainly

-6

N

19
10C) and an electron
10
10meters apart.
4.

25 x 10

= 25 microcoulombs

1

3.

=

Q

true?

are

a force of 1.6 x

apart.

The charges

are

Which

of the

(1) both

increased

to 4.0 meters,

in newtons,
(3)

4.0

become

x 10-5,

x=

•

(4)

(1)

does the force between

1.0

8.0

0

+2 nc

x 10

x 10-5

x ==

-5

(2)

6.4

x 10

the charges,

-4

,

?

0.,

-5 uc

m

•••

x == 0.5 m
+3 uc

second charge.)]
7.

Three charges

are placed

on a plane in the following

way:

The cathode ray oscilloscope was the first device to utilize the
cathode ray tube. The large oscilloscope shown, which has a power
supply as large as itself, was built in the 1940's.
The modern
oscilloscope is not only more compact, but has better performance
characteristics.

Photograph courtesy of the Nuclear Physics
State University of New York at Binghamton

Laboratory,

on a positive
the electric

charge placed

there.

The size or magnitude

field at that point is equal to the magnitude

of
of

force by using Coulomb's

Law

(equation 1) to calculate

(Of course, we could not do this unless

F :::: {K

Coulomb

and others

Q '1)/1'2

F / q == RQ./ r

it.
had

(2)

2

.
. *•
~ntensJ.t.y

""Intensity (here) means field strength,
sity means ~:lectric field strength.

and so electric

inten-

K

_.

9.0

x 109 N

ill

2

Ie 2

19
Q == e == -1.6 x 10-

rI (9 • 0 x
E ::::..

ION9

x 10

-5

e

m2 / ,C 2 ) / (. 01m ) 2,J L']' .• b x

I

N/C

10-19 C J

P ROB !:E~'~§_l':N D -.9 DE S '!'} ON S

1.

What is meant by electric

2.

How would you determine

3.

A posi tive test charge
0.50 newtons

4.

The electric

of 200 microcoulombs

One model

b.as a force of
in an electric

t,he force be on a test charge

twice as great

intensity

at a certain

of the hydrogen

and the electron

travels

5 x 10-11 m.

the location

is 11,000 N/C.

at that point.

positive

of radius

point

of the force on a 3 microcoulomb

is a stationary,

A

atom proposes
charge
around

What

that the nucleus
1.6 x lO-19c

of magnitude
the nucleus

in a circle

is the electric

negative

charge of magnitude

apart.

electric

intensity

at

of the electron?

posi t,i
va charge of magni tude 2 microcoulombs

meters

field?

point

the maqnitude

charge placed

6.

of an electric

at this point?

Calculate

5.

the direction

acting on it at a certain

(b) What would
placed

intensity?

What

intensity

3 microcou1ombs

is the magnitude
at a point halfway

and a
are 4 centi-

and direction
between

them?

of the

FIELiJ

LINE

TELEDELTOS
PAPER,

VARIABLE
I~RESISTOR
PART OF THE
CONTROL BOX

r

iN!
'
it- I,:-"JI..l

r e,,1 ) 1 .\

Plates

FlNure
~

12:,

CRT Deflecting

Plates

(/)
Q.)
"'0

o

L.

+J
(,)
Q)

r-t

lLJ

L

o

.......,

o
"0

::J
c:
o

(..J

battery

(or voltage source) and the positive

connected

to the voltage divider,

terminal

set the voltage diyi'der.

for 5 volts.

meter needle

(zero voltage).

all at a potential

of 5 volts.

Mark these points which are
Be sure to take enough points

so that you can draw the path of this equipotential
between

the plates and also beyond the plates.

voltage of all lines on the teledeltos
finished

all measurements

including

line

Mark the

paper after you have

those for other voltages.

in moving

from a place where

lower potential

The particle

the potential

is V

to a place of

2

VI is

has gone from a place where
it is qv "
l
If the particle

its potential

was qV2 to a. place where

The decrease

energy

is allowed

is q(V2-Vl).

this deGrease

in potential

energy will

parallel

plate conductors.

straight

fieLd li.ne will travel

W

=

Fav d

A charged

energy

in potential

to move

freely,

just equal the increase

particle

along the line.

released
Why?

on a
In

where

Fav is the average

two equipotential

force and d is the distance

lines.

Equations

S·tart. at. the positive
plate

and the closest

plot.

Then calculate

line and the next one.

__ v2

plate.

Calculate

equipotential
E

av

between

Continue

(6) and

between

(7) are two .different

E

av

between

that

line to l,t on your field

that first equipotential
until you come to the negative

1.

Did Eav remain constant or vary along the field lin~ for
which you did the calcula,tions?

2.

Are your measurements of E

in good or poor agreement with
av
E calculated from the formula E = ~V/D?

electrodes.

In the CRT which

accelerating

voltage

volts).
kinetic

is about 400 volts.

This decrease
energy

energy gained

difference

e~V

of potential

(1/2 mv2, where m

The kinetic
a potential

you use for this module,

=

=

energy

Calculate

the

the velocity

is converted

the electron's

by an electron

to

mass and

in passing

through

of 1 volt is equal to the loss of potential

(1.6 x 10-19 C) (IV)
19

- 1.6 x 10-

J

This amount of energy

is a COlnIDOn

physics

the electron

and is called

e6V = 640 x 10
1/2 mv2

=

-19

unit of energy
volt.

in nuclear

The J is an abbreviation

J

640 x 10-19 J

=

11.9 x 106 m/se

1.

How much kinetic

energy

is gained by a proton

2.

difference

of 1 volt?

particle.

{An alpha particle

~lat is the velocity

the lO-volt

Answer

of

the answer

line.

Will

it move

to two

has the same

toward

line?

the

What is

for an electron?

of 8 x 106 m/sec

be-

of physics

8X

is the equation

plate?

tt

••
----

and perpen-

Express

The electron's

-1. 6 x 10-19

1/2 mv2

__
L_106m / see
_III

[Hint:

a potential

has a kinetic

(b) a proton which

---

volts.

which

(eV)

for an alpha

equal

the l2-volt equipotential

plates midway

deflecting

through

has a charge

volt;

Of what general principle

fleeting

volts

the same question

(a) an electron

equipotential

8-volt or toward

in electron

that is accelerated

energy of one electron

4.

expressed

--... ....•..

4 em

"

L·

---'1+ bV::3 00 V

this in joules
31

mass is 9 x 10-

-

T

and in electron
kg; its charge

is

c.

Remember

that the increase

in kinetic, energy

(1/2 mv2)

is falling

freely under the influence

acceleration
falling

2
of 9.8 m/sec •

In the region where

there is a horizontal

4.9 N/C.

The particle

of gravity

electric

with an
it is

field of intensity

starts from rest at a point we could

label with the coordinates

x = 0, y

=

O.

(a) What

.is the path of the particle?

(b) What

is the total force on the particle?
is done on the particle

by the gravita-

(e) How much work is done on the particle

by the electric

(c) How much work
tional

field?

field?

Getting

inside a CRT and watching

the electrons

would help one to learn how a CRT works.
not possible.

Motion

pictures

as it moves along would
to photograph.

However,

it is possible

to seeing

and bubble

the vapor trails

out being able to see the aircraft
Student

laboratories

graph electron
Figures

~ize drawing

of electron

between

Figure

are too small

to take pictures
chambers.

plates.

of

This is
aircraft

with-

themselves.

of experiments
to scale.
paths

to photo-

are shown in

Figure

l5A is

in a CRT from the point

the deflecting

l5B is a ten times magnification

the deflecting

is

of an electron

of high-flying

are drawn

they enter the space between

screen.

pictures

do not have the equipment

The results

15 A and B, which

an actual
where

paths.

about

That, of course,

be nice, but electrons

their paths in cloud chambers
similar

or strobe

move

plates

to the

of the space

The sizes and spacings

in Figure

15 are not the same as for the CRT you will

use in the laboratory.

The top set of dots that go straight

the page mark

path of an electron
show a deflected
Treat Figure
or engineer

1.

to compare
electron

2.

The curved

the

set of dots

path.
15 as though

it were data taken by a scientist

with an experiment.

The objectives

are:

the undeflected

and deflected

motions

of an

in a CRT;

to see how closely
laws when

3.

with no deflection.

you are helping

of the scientist

across

the paths can be calculated

the forces acting

to calculate

on the electron

how much the beam is deflected

using Newton's

are known;
by gravity.
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The scientist

tells you that the time it takes an electron

to go from the place marked
seconds.

He asks you to make whatever

15) and calculations

1.

by one dot to the next is 4 x 10-10

you need to answer

(b) What voltage

is required

this speed if it starts
this question
working
expected

15A.

4.

from rest?

he wants

to
asks

to know if the CRT is
to the speed

he is using.

If you were working

This is marked
in a laboratory,

on the tube.

can make it on Figure

l5A which

What is the spacing

an electron

The scientist

and accelera"ting electrons

make this measurement

in Figure

in meters/second

to accelerate

from the voltages

questions

m/s = 2.24 mi/hr .)

What is the length of the plates?
Figure

3.

well

because

(1

(on Figure

the following

(a) What is the speed of the electron
(m/s) and in miles/hour?

2.

measurements

in

you would

For this exercise

is drawn

of the plates?

t

you

to exact size.

This is the distance

D

15A.

What is the distance

from plates

distance

15.

d in Figure

5.

How long a time is the electron

6.

How much

to screen?

between

time does it take the electron

This is the

the plates?
to travel

from the

The scientist
was obtained

tells you that the curved path in Figure

by putting

100 volts across the deflecting

He asks you to see how well calculations
based on Newton's

Laws of motion

path in Figure 15.

15

plates.

oft-he deflected

path

agree with the experimental

The next several paragraphs

will help you

do this.
CALCULATIONS
I

Calculate

E, the Electric

Intensity

We know from the field mapping
between

two parallel

plates

the edges of the plates.

where E is the electric
and D is the distance
measured

experiment

is constant

everywhere

We also learned

intensity,

between

that the field
except near

in that experiment

bV is the deflection

the plates.

voltage

You have previously

D, so E can be calculated.

You should notice
D in meters,

that for 8I units,

and so from E

When we defined

=

fjV

is in volts and

bV/d, E is in volts/meter

field intensity

by the equation

E

=

(V/m).

F/q, force

divided by charge, we said the units are newtons/coulomb
Both VIm and N/C are correct and equivalent
II

Calculate

the Deflection

F
To calculate

=

Force on ti1e Electron
E is

qE

the force on an electron we set q

and use the value of E calculated

force acts in the Y direction
in Figure 15.

(N/C).

units for E.

The force on a charge q in a field of intensity

coulombs

that

=

-19
1.6 x 10

in step I.

This

which is shown as ~traight

This is perpendicular

to the undeflected

down
beam

IV

Calcula~e

Velocity jn Y Direction

The velocity

v yJ

=

in the Y direction

a"

This formula
Y direction
10

16 x 10sheets

,

t

can be used to calculate

for the times t

=

4 x 10-10,

and 20 x 10-10 sec.

and enter your calculated
t (sec) .

4 x 10-10
8 x 10-10
12 x

10-10

16 x 10-10
20 x 10-10

at time tis

i!

v

y

(m/s)

-1-----II
r

Il
I

i,

I

I

velocities

8 x 10-10,

Draw Table
values

S

y

of v

(m)

in the
10

12 x 10-

,

2 on your calculation
y

in it.

S

y measured(m)

Calculate

Sy for the times in Table 2 and enter the results

your table.
obtained

The values of Sy measured

in Table

2 are to be

by measuring

the distances

between

path and the straight

(undeflected)

path in Figure

VI

Calculating

In Figure

travels

field because

in a straight

line after leaving

field acts only between

as you found in the field mapping

beyond

The electron

is now in the space between

ent in the X direction

It is traveling

is the value of vy at time ·t

electron

the plates.

but continues

of vectors

the deflecting

with a velocity

given by vx' which you determined

of this exercise.

(resultant)

on it.

them.)

plates and the screen.

beginning

the

experiment,

the field does not stop at the edges of the plates
more weakly

(deflected)

15.

there is then no force acting

15, the electric

(In practice,

the curved

the Total Beam Deflection

The particle
electric

in

Vx

in this region.

VECTOR SUM
OF VxAND Vy

The Y component

=

at the

of the velocity

2 x 10-9 in Table

and vy gives

compon-

2.

the velocity

The sum
v of the

(d in Figure

15), we get the diagram

VXT=d

VyT=

=

From L

moved

VyT and d

=

VxT, dividing

in the Y direction

between

the plates.

while

L by d

the electron

This distance

L

was in the space

is Sy at t

=

20 x 10-10

see

in Table 2.

1.

How well do Sy and By measured

2.

Calculate

Assume

tion

the distance

the plates
g

=

compare?

the electron

are uncharged.

9.8 m/52.)

will

fall due to grav-

used to calculate
this electron
will
4.

distances

move vertically

its y-velocity
L + Sy.

Calculate

on the screen.

Calculate

voltage

Compare

6.

your calculated

An electron
deflecting

beam enters

in a direction
the electrons

of the CRT.

This is obtained

the electric

perpendicular

by the

the deflection.

at a point midway

emerge

value of M with

M the beam is deflected

to produce

plates

M

15.

the distance

required

in 2 x 10-9 sec and what

This is the total beam deflection

the sensitivity

by dividing

How far will

be at that time?

that shown in Figure
5.

in Table 2.

field between
between

the plates

to the field lines.

from the plates,

straight

line.

extended

back into the region between

two

After

they move in a

Prove that if this straight

line is

the plates,

it

Laboratory
ELECTROSTATIC

Experiment

DEFLECTION

3

OF THE CATHODE

RAY TUBE BEAM·

OBJECTIVES
1.

To produce

a graph of displacement

deflection

voltage

2.

To compare

observed

3.

To compare

the vertica.l and horizontal

equal applied
4.

To observe

5.

To produce

spot vs.

for both sets of deflection
and calculated

voltages

the effects

on the graphs

horizontal

values

and to explain

and explain

ation voltage

of beam

plates.

of deflection.

deflections

for

any difference.

of varying

the acceler-

(3).

sweep manually

and observe

it.

PROCEDURE
A) Wiring
Wire the CRT as shown in Figures
already

familiar

laboratory

with part of the circuit

experiment

1.

type leads are connected
to the high voltage
Connect

meter needle,
connection

to a voltage

B+ power

last.

scale to the left, reverse
By means

control

box and

When you do, set it to a 25

one lead, and while watching

touch the other

in the circuit.

into the circuit.

divider

the flat antenna-

supply.

scale, connect
momentarily

You are

that was used in

This time however,

the voltmeter

volt or higher

16 and 17.

If the needle
the meter

lead to its point of
starts

leads.

of the toggle

to move off

Connect

the meter

switch mounted

the side of the control box the slider of the voltage
can be connected

to either

vertical (flat brown)

the horizontal

deflection

plates.

the

(flat white)

on

divider
or

--..,

r-~$l

I
I

~o.IF;.§o

I. 47 K..f\. RES~STOli:J J\LREADY
SOLDERED oro fjANANA PLUGS.
2..+
ELECTRiCi\L CONTACT;,....It\.- NO ELECTR;CAL CONTACT.

~~nin.'iI.~Do not touch the deflection
you might have in experiment

1.

to the high voltage

supply

B+ power

plate

terminals

This time they are connected
and may be "hot!"

With the DC power switch on the power supply
STANDBY position

turn the AC power

red glow of the filament
half a minute

before

high voltages,
voltages

behind

turning

to ON.

switch

to ON.

the cathode.

in the
Observe

Wait

the DC switch, which

supply.

The apparatus

the

at least
controls

Focus the beam by adjusting

on the power

as

the

the Band

is now ready

C

for

the experiment.
If you want
they are:
filament

to know the reasons

The yellow wires
is designed

The brown

behind

the wiring,

are the filament

leads.

(cathode) lead is connected
and the blue

to C-, the low volt-

(first anode)

connected

to the high voltage

of the C supply

terminal

of the power supply).

The voltage

first anode can be varied between
This voltage

of the electrons

The

for 6.3 volts AC.

age side of the C supply,

the C supply.

here

lead is

(the COMMON

between

cathode

0 and 100 volts by means

does some focussing

as they travel between

and
of

and acceleration

the cathode

and the

first anode.
The green
experiment
relative
repels

to the grid which

will be kept at a fixed potential

to the cathode.

electrons

Fast moving
erating

lead is connected

back toward

electrons

region

more negative

This negative

of -4.5 volts

potential

on the grid

and acts like a gate.

can get past the grid and into the accel-

between
allows

the cathode

in this

grid and first anode.

fewer electrons

Making

to get past it;

the grid
making

the grid less negative
the grid voltage
this exercise

has the opposite

controls

limitB

intensity.

the electron

effect.

In this way,

The -4.5 volts

current

used in

to a value which will

not burn a hole in the screen if the beam is stat.ionary.
is important

that the grid always

to the cathode
The red

i

a posi tive grid can result

(second anode)

the high voltage
to which
voltage

side of the B supply.

side of the B supply

ence between

the first and second
'l'his voltage

and 400 volts .

respect

to the tube.

to the B+ terminal,

The COMMON

terminal,

acts as both

the low

and the high voltage

The B supply and by means

with

in damage

lead is connected

the first anode is connected,

C supply.

o

be kept negative

It

side of the

of it the voltage

anodes

differ-

can be varied

accelerates

between

and focuses

the beam

beyond what was done by the C supply.
The antenna
--brown

type leads are connected

for vertical

17 shm,v the wiring

and white

into a box which
the application
potentials
volts.

Figures

to one set of deflection

ranging

from approximatel~

plates

plates

plates

possible

at a time of
to +22.5

volta

are kept at the same potential

the second anode by connecting

as

one plate of each set to the B+

This pre\lent.sunwanted

the plat.es and settin9' up fields
and deflection.

16 and

are plugged

It makes

-22.5 volts

the deflection

plates

of the beam.

["E'rves as a vol tage divider.

The deflection

focussing

deflection

and the deflection

The meter menSures

terminal.

for horizontal.

for horizontal

The 45-volt battery

to the deflection

charges

from collecting

that might

interfere

on

wi th beam

B) Checking

Deflection

To compare
to know which

calculations

~

plates

closer
closer

and which

to the plates

antenna wires

are connected

terminals

causes horizontal

brown antenna

lead terminals

to the cathode

Which

deflection

The white

to pins 7 and 8.

flat

Check with

to the white

wires

(pins 10 and

The brown

antenna

and applied

causes vertical

plates

flat antenna

to the screen

deflection,

and pins

to the screen.

deflections.

that a few volts applied

the screen~

that pins 7 and 8

the vertical

closer

Use these for horizontal

it is necessary

are nearer

the information

on how the tube is turned.

are connected

battery

plates

to the plates

the horizontal

depends

11).

gives

to the deflecting

10 and 11 connect
set

and measurements,

set of deflecting

The tube manufacturer
connect

Plate Wiring

a

lead

to the

deflection.

Rotate

the tube accordingly.
C) Observations

and JV!easurements of Beam Deflections

The movable
to make graphing

plastic

screen and plastic

beam deflections

grids were designed

as a function

of voltage

easy

and quick.
Set the toggle
deflections.
C voltages

switch on the control

Focus the beam u.sinq the largest
that give a sharp focus.,

do not change

them until the graph

Label a plastic
the plastic

screen.

the plas·tic screen
voltage

Record

Set the deflection

of Band

these values

the center

18.

voltage

Mount

and

it on

to zero.

of the tube.

so that the grid point

is directly

values

is completed.

grid as shown in Figure

beam spot should now be near

o

box for vertical

Adjust

for 0 deflection

in front of the spot.

The

and

Mark this point

on the grid with
5 volts.

a marker

Consider

agE:~sand downward

pen.

Set the deflection

upward deflections
deflections

Move the grid horizontally,

passes

through

as due to nega tive vol t~ges .

being

careful

deflection

the beam spot.

on the grid wi th tb.e marker

at

as due to positive. volt-

cally, so that for an upward deflection
line and for a dowmvard

voltage

the +5 volt vertical

the -5 volt vertical

Mark

pen.

not to move it verti-

the location

Repeat

line

of the spot

this procedure

for 10,

15, and 20 volts.
Reverse

the beam direction

and interchanging
for meter

by reducing

the voltmeter

readings

leads.

Proceed

Record

to zero

to plot points

of 5, 10, 15, and 20 volts.

Focus the beam for as small values
possible.

the voltage

these voltages

of Band

C voltages

and using a marker

as

pen with

a

difh::rent color ink plot a second graph on the same grid.
Get the toggle
deflections
Figure

swit.ch on the control

of the beam.

19, and mount

the grid vertically,

it on the plastic

for horizontal

to the one for vertical

sets of accelerating

grid as shown in

slide.

voltages

deflections

deflections.

to the left by negative

used previously.

Consider

voltages

deflec-

and those

voltages.

the beam can be made

the face of the tUbe at a constant

the horizontal

in a similar

Sweep

In an oscilloscope
across

it horizontally,

Do so for the two

tions to the right to be caused by positive

D) Horizontal

Now by moving

and taking care not to move

a graph can be plotted
manner

Label a plastic

box t;o give horizontal

sweep.

Try to produce

to move horizontally

speed.

This is called

this effect manually

by

i

~

l=t-

,
i

,,,- I--

1-1j

t-

;-1
--'-l-t-I"
I
!

!

t

I

f_ I

~ i

,
!

I

I.

l-t

I I

,

grids havinq

-

the same values

duce four lines,

of V

b

and V.
c

This will pro-

two on each grid.

3.

\.;;hat effect

4.

For the same values

does changing

the accelerating

voltage

(Vb+V c)

of V , V , and applied deflection voltb
c
age, are the horizontal and vertical deflections equal?

and +15 for the highest

accelerating

voltage

which you took data in the laboratory.

(Vb+Vc) for

The dimensions

of

tion plates using the same accelerating
ages.

You may save yourself

distance

from deflection

the horizontal

as compared

in

to the vertical

deflec-

(Vb + Vc) is decreased and nothing
Explain why this should be so.

Ask yourself

decreasing

th~t only.the

voltage

else is changed?
[Hint:

time by noticing

plates to screen is different

deflection

the accelerating

and deflect:i,.ngvolt-

the following

the accelerating

voltage

questions.
affect v?

x

How does
How does

the change in v x affect a y and the time the particle
between the def lecting pla.tes?
affect the deflection
where the particle

S

y

is

How do these, in turn,

and the velocity

v

y

at the point

just leaves the region between

the plates?

3.

When you plot the deflection
function

of the deflecting

straight

line.

of the electron

voltage,

the points

(a) double,

lie on' a

When you change the accelerating ,voltage,

the slope of the strai.ght line changes.
the accelerating

beam as a

voltage,

If you doubled

would you expect the slope to

(b) stay the sa~e,

(c) reduce by a factor of

the square root of 2, (d) reduce by a factor of 2, (e) reduce by a factor of 4?
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